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Empower IT with IBM Cloud
for VMware Solutions
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions provides an extension of the customers’ on-premises 
VMware workloads in a flexible and scalable cloud model, making it efficient to migrate 
all workloads—whether it’s VMware, SAP, or legacy—to the IBM Cloud.

Check out our insider tips on migrating to IBM Cloud for VMware.

Learn More

A Cloud Built for VMware

IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions enable higher levels of availability than what some VMware users can currently 
achieve in on-premises environments.

IBM Achievements:

Cloud Computing: Changing the Game

Of the 50+ million VMware VMs that reside on premises, VMware 
forecasts that 50% will move to the cloud

By 2021

For operations running an aging IT infrastructure, the cloud enables richer connections, a wealth of data and 
analytics, and more innovative technologies. 

80% of workloads are still 
on-premises because of 
performance and regulations⁴

20% of business processes have 
already moved to the cloud⁴

Hybrid cloud usage grew
3X in one year³

80% of organizations are 
modernizing their infrastructure²

4 billion people—half the world's 
population—are connected to
the internet¹

Today’s environment:

Your choice of more than 60 data centers 
on every continent

Your choice of compute, storage,
and network levels

Deployment options that include 
client-managed or IBM-managed services Bring your own license (BYOL) support

Unique access and support options that 
provide the level of control you require
for your VMware clusters 

Choice
Whether deploying on-premises, in a private cloud, or in the 
public cloud, IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions helps enterprises 
migrate, modernize, and operate their applications.

What You Get with IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions

Determine scheduling of patches and 
updates yourself

Control your VMware environments
with root-level access

Secure your workloads with geo fencing, 
encryption, and multiple firewall and 
internet gateway options

Migrate your workloads within IBM Cloud 
data centers at no additional cost

Security and Resilience
IBM Cloud is hosted on single, dedicated environments built
with best-in-class networking infrastructure and virtualization 
software.

What You Get with IBM Cloud

IBM has a long partnership history with 
VMware, and over 10 years of managing, 
designing, and deploying VMware 
infrastructure

IBM has deep industry expertise in
top industries such as healthcare, FSS,
and retail

IBM Services has 4,000+ VMware technical 
experts with years of experience helping 
clients adopt and deploy a hybrid cloud 
strategy, or fully managed VMware on IBM 
Cloud service

Expertise
Throughout years of partnership, IBM has cultivated extensive 
expertise on VMware.

IBM Knows VMware

Operator of VMware workloads in the world VMware SISO partner

VMware NSX customer and business partner 2017 VMware Cloud Provider of the Year

For VMware customers moving to the cloud as part of a
modernization strategy, IBM Cloud can help you do it.

Here are 3 reasons to choose
IBM Cloud for VMware Solutions:

3 Reasons to
Choose IBM Cloud
for VMware
VMware is a global leader in enterprise cloud platform 
and infrastructure. With IBM Cloud, VMware customers 
can migrate, modernize, and operate any on-premises 
application or workload to the IBM Cloud.


